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Multiheat Climate Station 185plus
Benefits and characteristics :
-	Stationary installation outside the
housing system
- No CO2 production in the
housing system
- 3 in 1 system: heating, heat recirculation
and ventilation
- extra minimum ventilation

- No downdraught on the animals
- Dry litter and better results
- High return 92%
- High air volumes
- Available for diesel fuel or gas
- Weatherproof sheeting and air ducts
-	No obstacles in the housing system,
unrestricted access.

The Multiheat Climate Station 185plus
iis a new and unique heating system that
has 3 climate functions:
- Heating
- Heat recirculation
- Ventilation.

The unit is installed outside, thus no
obstacles in the way when cleaning the
housing system and no combustion in the
barn.
Any maintenance work is performed
outside the housing system, which means it
is always peaceful inside. The climate station
has an indirect combustion system;
combustion gasses are discharged outside
through a chimney. As a result, no harmful
substances or combustion residues can
enter the housing system.
An ideal climate station for poultry housing
systems, but also for other buildings, such
as warehouses, exhibition halls, sports halls,
etc. The integrated automatic climate
control system ensures that the indoor air
temperature remains constant through
recirculation and, if necessary, is mixed with
fresh (pre-heated) outdoor air through a
heat exchanger.
On the whole, this unique concept helps to
achieve a remarkably high return thanks to
the construction of the burner housing and
the heat exchanger with its sophisticated
high heating surface value.
Natural gas, propane, LPG or diesel fuel
A modern, high-efficiency burner can be
fitted for gas (natural gas, propane) or oil,
according to your requirements.
Constant ventilation
The unit includes a powerful and efficient
fan which recirculates the air for constant
ventilation and, if preferred, mixes it with
outside air, preheated or unheated.
Ventilation continues even when the
heating is switched off. Consequently, air
inlets can remain closed for long periods
of time.
Burner house and heat exchanger
The heart of the Multiheat Climate Station
185 plus has a sheet steel burner house
and heat exchanger. The choice of steel,
welding joints and structural shape are
designed for large temperature differences
and long-lasting use. Moreover, the heating
surface value is very significant and
contributes to the high return of 92%.

High-quality construction materials
The Multiheat Climate Station is a compact,
stationary block. The in and outflow ducts are
made of high-quality plastic. The block itself
has a self-supporting, stable underframe with
openings for easy loading, unloading and
placing using a forklift truck. It makes it also
easy to install the entire block at a higher level.
This may be recommended when heavy snow
is anticipated in winter or when the
undergrowth is higher in summer.

800 mm

1300 mm

Suitable for extreme weather conditions
The unit is built up of stainless steel panels
which are insulated for the most severe
weather conditions. The station can be
installed outside without a roof.

m

2400 m

Technical data Multiheat climartestation 185plus
Heat loading capacity in kW
Rated heat output in kW
Air displacement in m3/h
External pressure in Pa.
Electric supply in V
Motor power in kW
Length in mm
Width in mm
Height in mm
Weight in kg
Exhaust fan diam. in mm
Flue outlet diam. in mm
Air inlet diam.in mm

: 185
: 165
: 14.400
: 300
: 3x400/50Hz
: 2,5
: 2400
: 800
: 1300
: 490
: 550
: 200
: 550

(631.773 Btu/h)
(563.473 Btu/h)
(8475 cfm)
(0.043psi)
(3.399 HP)
(7.874 ft)
(2.624 ft)
(4.265 ft)
(1080 Lb)
(21.65 inch)
(7.87 inch)
(21.65 inch)
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